Transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) to Broca’s area: persisting effects on non-verbal motor behaviors
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Abstract
Transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) has been investigated as a novel therapy for addressing motor, cognitive, and language deficits. While anodal tDCS to the primary motor cortex results in improved motor behaviors, few studies have examined if tDCS to other areas involved in motor output produces similar benefits. Although Broca’s area is associated with speech production and grammar acquisition, it also contributes to motor planning and output in non-speech tasks. This study involved applying anodal tDCS to Broca’s area and observing effects on non-verbal motor output. Twenty young adults completed two testing sessions separated by one week. Participants received either 30 minutes of 1.0 mA of anodal tDCS to Broca’s area or sham stimulation. During stimulation (or sham), participants completed two tasks: (1) a limits of stability dynamic balance task and (2) a simple (SRT)/choice reaction time (CRT) tasks. Subjects who received tDCS to first performed significantly better on SRT and dynamic balance accuracy and showed a trend for dynamic balance speed when tested one week later compared to those who received sham stimulation first. These findings indicate that Broca’s area is involved in the production of non-verbal motor behaviors and may have implications novel combined speech and movement therapy interventions.

Introduction
Both language and motor skills are imperative in all aspects of life—for interacting with peers, holding a job, and completing activities of daily living. Impairments to language and motor capabilities negatively affect one’s ability to lead an independent life. Thus, a dire need exists to develop effective therapies to address these deficits.

Both executing complex motor skills and using grammatically complex sentences require the hierarchical organization of sequences and temporal processing [1,2]. Generally, speech involves piecing individual words together in a precise order based on the rules of grammar (i.e., syntax) to form sentences [3]. Speech also requires temporal organization of smaller components—as placing the morpheme “s” in a different position in a sentence changes the sentence meaning (e.g., “the girls jump” vs. “the girl jumps”) [2].

Similarly, performing movements requires the ability to string together smaller actions in the correct order based on learned rules [3,4]. When completing both simple and complex tasks—from picking up a block to walking across a balance beam—one must progress through smaller movements in the appropriate sequence and at the right times (e.g., opening the fingers, reaching for the block with an appropriate speed, curling the fingers around the block, etc.) [2,4]. Thus, similar neural pathways are likely involved in the planning components of both language and movement.

Planning processes for motor actions and language are known to heavily rely on frontal-basal ganglia (BG) circuits (i.e., corticostriatal pathways), as well as frontal-cerebellar pathways (which subserve a broad variety of non-motor language processes) [5]. In the frontal cortex, the pre-supplementary motor area (pre-SMA), supplementary motor area (SMA), and Broca’s area all play a significant role in planning processes (and in procedural learning) [6] and possess functional connections with the BG [7].

Broca’s area has recently been associated with corticostriatal pathways, including a pathway that originates in posterior Broca’s area, converges on the anterior putamen of the BG, and seems to subserve the procedural memory system and represent the neural substrate for grammatical function [8]. Moreover, posterior Broca’s area possesses functional connections with the SMA, a region highly implicated in planning and sequencing motor behaviors [9,10]. Thus, the involvement of Broca’s area in these pathways indicates its potential role in planning/sequencing for both speech and non-speech behaviors. These roles make Broca’s area a promising target for potential therapeutic interventions.

Identified just over 150 years ago, by Paul Broca as a center of speech production, Broca’s area is known to play a substantial role in the planning of speech [9], in the serial processing of language [1,3], and in one’s ability to listen to and comprehend language [11]. Broca’s area is activated when performing artificial grammar tasks (i.e., learning non-sense grammar rules), suggesting its role in extracting rules from sequences [12]. Lesions to Broca’s area often result in Broca’s aphasia, which typically includes agrammatism, or difficulty understanding and/or using correct syntax while speaking [13,14].
Recent functional imaging studies have identified other roles of Broca's area not specifically related to speech/language production [1]. Broca's area has been implicated in sight-reading and performing music [15], as well as during visual search [16] and visual spatial cognition [15]. Additionally, Broca's area and its right homolog have been associated with the “mirror neuron system,” which allows individuals to recognize and imitate the actions of others [17]. Broca's area also appears to play a role in movement, including motor ideation, planning [18], and action execution [19].

As both language and action require significant planning, Broca's area (particularly the posterior portion) has been suggested as a shared syntactic processor for organizing hierarchical, sequential actions in both domains (and possibly as a processor for any type of hierarchical sequence) [3,20,21]. Inhibiting posterior Broca's area using transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) impairs performance on a serial reaction time task [22] and on a finger-tapping sequence learning task [3], indicating the role of posterior Broca's in organizing and storing information while learning new sequences, including for patterns that are unrelated to speech. TMS is a type of stimulation that directs magnetic stimulation to brain and essentially stops function of that area momentarily [3,22].

Posterior Broca's area also appears to be involved in “chunking”—the process of grouping consecutive items in a sequence to decrease memory load (e.g., remembering phone numbers as groups of 3-3-4 numbers instead of as a group of 10) [4]. Disrupting posterior Broca's area with TMS slows processing time of higher-order chunks during a perceptual sequence learning task and decreases the efficiency of chunking strategies [4]. As chunking is an important mechanism for processing information in multiple domains, such as learning new motor, cognitive, and perceptual information, Broca's area appears to be a central processing structure for planning and sequence learning in many more behaviors than just language [4].

Assessing planning capabilities

Reaction time (RT) represents one method to assess the planning capabilities of Broca's area in motor a task unrelated to speech/language production. RT involves three main components: stimulus identification, response selection, and movement execution. Faster RTs indicate more efficient planning for a movement (e.g., the more prepared the motor system is to move, the faster a person will be able to react to a stimulus and reach for a target) [23,24]. While simple reaction time (SRT) tasks only manipulate stimulus identification (e.g., by varying the time between each subsequent stimulus), choice reaction time (CRT) tasks involve more unpredictability, which slows the response selection process and results in slower RTs (e.g., if one is unsure about which of eight targets they will need to reach for, they will not be able to fully plan the movement until they identify the stimulus, causing them to react more slowly). For this study, we tested SRT and CRT, which both likely involve planning calculations via Broca's area.

As another measure of non-verbal planning, this study included a dynamic balance aiming task that required participants to correctly shift their center of mass (COM) to reach the indicated target on a screen in front of them. Similar to one's finger during the SRT and CRT tasks, participants' COM functioned as an aiming tool during the balance task. However, this task represented a more complex version of SRT and CRT. After seeing the indication to proceed (i.e., stimulus identification), participants had to determine which of eight targets was correct and plan how to manipulate their body to reach the target (i.e., response selection). Participants then had to effectively coordinate their visual, vestibular, and somatosensory systems, as well as coordinate their muscles to shift their COM, to complete the desired movement (i.e., movement execution). Thus, compared to SRT and CRT, the balance task required more complex planning.

tDCS

To investigate the role of Broca's area in planning for non-verbal motor actions, we utilized a noninvasive brain stimulation technique called transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS). tDCS passes a weak electrical current between two electrode sponges, the anode and cathode, placed on the subject's scalp [25]. Research has shown that anodal tDCS transiently facilitates (i.e., depolarizes) and cathodal stimulation defacilitates (i.e., hyperpolarizes) neuronal resting membrane potential without actually inducing action potentials [25,26]. Anodal tDCS may be applied to a specific cortical area to improve the functional connectivity of a given pathway and elicit behavioral changes, such as improvements in motor [27,28], cognitive [29], and speech [30] capabilities. tDCS is capable of influencing both cortical and subcortical areas [31].

A few studies have investigated the effects of tDCS to Broca's area on various aspects of language. Anodal tDCS to Broca's area during the acquisition phase of an artificial grammar task enhances learning/performance [32]. Anodal tDCS to Broca's area has also been shown to enhance verbal fluency [33] and improve performance on a picture-naming task in healthy adults [34]. In a longer-term study, after training on a repetition task for five days, aphasic patients showed greater accuracy in the tDCS vs. sham condition [35]. These improvements transferred to other language abilities, including word repetition, reading, and written naming, and improvements lasted for two months after tDCS—suggesting the ability of tDCS to induce lasting benefits in clinical populations [35]. However, no studies to date have investigated the effects of tDCS to Broca's area on behaviors unrelated to language.

Study rationale

The idea for this study developed from collaborating with a clinician who treats minimally verbal children with ASD. He works with his patients for a long duration, applying tDCS to children for three consecutive days during a speech therapy intervention about five times per year. While observing patients' behaviors over time, we anecdotaly noticed that, as speech areas were stimulated with tDCS, children exhibited improvements not only in correct grammar use, but also in their motor abilities. For instance, while receiving tDCS to Broca's area, one child successfully walked across a balance beam—a task that he was never able to do before starting tDCS therapy [36]. These observations sparked questions about the relationships between the language and motor systems, including whether overlapping neural pathways might allow for the stimulation of one system with tDCS, but result in the facilitation of both language and motor behaviors.

Although a few studies have found that anodal tDCS to the SMA (a motor area) improves motor planning behaviors [37-40], no previous studies have tested whether tDCS might facilitate the planning abilities of Broca's area (a speech/language area) during non-verbal motor tasks. In particular, this study will investigate whether anodal tDCS to Broca's area influences performance on a SRT, CRT, and dynamic balance aiming task. As our previous work has indicated that anodal tDCS to the SMA results in faster/more accurate performance on these motor tasks, we hypothesize that stimulating Broca's area will elicit similar motor behavioral improvements.
Methods

Participants

Twenty right-handed young adults, ages 18 to 22 (4 M, 16 F), volunteered as subjects. No subjects disclosed neurologic, sensory, or motor impairments. All participants provided written informed consent, and this study was approved by the Institutional Review Board and performed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

tDCS

Stimulation was delivered to participants using a Dupel iontophoresis device (Empi Inc.). Two electrode sponges (each 25 cm², Amrex) saturated with sterile saline (0.9% NaCl) were placed on the scalp. The anode was placed over FC5, which corresponds to Broca’s area based on the International 10-20 Extended system for EEG electrode placement [34,41]. The cathode was used as a reference lead and placed over the right supraorbital area. During each tDCS session, participants received 1.0 mA of current for 30 minutes at an average charge density of 0.072 C/cm², which is well within established safe limits [42].

Only a transient minimal superficial external integumentary physical risk to participants existed, and participants were fully informed of these risks before beginning the study. Systematic investigations of the behavioral effects of tDCS have been conducted for at least the past 40 years [43]. Protocols for administering tDCS have been comprehensively investigated, and side effects from stimulation limits [42].

Experimental design

Participants were counterbalanced to complete either the tDCS condition (30 minutes of anodal tDCS to Broca’s area) or the sham condition (five seconds of tingling before the device was turned off). They then came back for the opposite condition one week later. Participants waited 10 minutes after tDCS was started to begin the tasks [45]. Conditions were separated by one week to account for possible learning effects. During stimulation (or sham), participants completed two motor tasks both times: (1) SRT and CRT tasks and (2) a limits of stability dynamic balance task which were presented in random order.

Reaction time tasks

RT measures included an SRT and a CRT task using a MOART Reaction Time and Movement Time Panel (Lafayette Instruments) (Figure 1). Both RT and movement time (MT) were recorded for each task. During the SRT task, after hearing an auditory stimulus and seeing the stimulus light turn red, participants were instructed to remove their finger from the home key (SRT) and touch a target directly in front of them (MT_{SRT}) as quickly as possible.

During the CRT task, participants also heard an auditory stimulus and saw the stimulus light turn red, after which they removed their finger from the home key (CRT) and subsequently touched whichever of eight targets lit up red as quickly as possible (MT_{CRT}). One target was situated on the ipsilateral side to the individual’s dominant hand, and the other target was on situated on the contralateral side. Both tasks included delays of between one and four seconds between each subsequent stimulus to make the stimulus timing unpredictable. Participants performed five practice trials in order to familiarize them with the task [46], followed by 25 recorded trials for both SRT and CRT.

Balance tasks

Participants completed a Limits of Stability dynamic balance task using a Biodex Balance System (Biodex). Participants stood on a stationary/firm surface and were required to shift their COM to reach and pause at different targets for 0.25 seconds displayed on the screen in front of them (Figure 2). Participants completed a thirty second familiarization period on the Biodex, practicing shifting their COM to reach the different targets. Participants then completed two recorded trials during each testing period. While the SRT and CRT tasks were able to differentiate RT from MT, this task did not distinguish between the participant’s RT to each new stimulus and the MT taken to reach to the next target. Instead, multiple targets were linked together and RT and MT were both embedded within the task. Faster total MT to each new target corresponded with faster initial RT to the stimulus (and thus more proficient planning for the next action).

Data analysis

Data was analyzed using SPSS (Version 22). A repeated-measures MANOVA for Time was conducted for SRT; CRT; MT_{SRT}; MT_{CRT}; dynamic balance speed and accuracy for the both groups (sham first; tDCS first). The alpha level was set at p<0.05, and trends were reported for p<0.10.

Results

All participants tolerated tDCS treatment without any adverse effects. There was a trend toward a significant multivariate time effect for
the TDCS first group ($F_{(1,0.6)} = 4.57, p=0.081$). There was not a significant multivariate time effect or trend for the sham first group ($p=0.50$). We did look at univariate comparisons to present below. There was a trend towards a significant Time effect for SRT in the group that received TDCS first ($F_{(1,0.4)} = 4.03, p=0.07$), but not in the group that received sham stimulation first ($p=0.44$) (Figure 3). For SRTMT, no significant Time effects occurred in either group ($p>0.10$).

There were not significant Time effects for either group for CRT ($p>0.10$). For CRTMT, there was a significant Time effect for the group that received TDCS first ($F_{(1,0.6)} = 5.56, p<0.04$), but the group that received sham stimulation first did not ($p=0.27$). However, this effect was in the opposite direction as expected because both groups showed slower CRTMT over time.

As depicted in Figure 4, there were changes in balance across time. There was a trend for the group that received TDCS first ($F_{(1,0.4)} = 4.25, p=0.07$), but not for the group that received sham stimulation first ($p=0.16$). For balance accuracy both groups showed a significant time effect (TDCS, $F_{(1,0.6)} = 11.31, p=0.008$; sham, $F_{(1,0.6)} = 8.69, p=0.016$; Figure 5). We did assess mean balance accuracy for each group. Balance accuracy increased by 25.5% between the two sessions for the group that received TDCS first, compared to an increase of 19% in mean accuracy of the sham group.

Discussion

This study examined whether anodal TDCS to Broca’s area influences performance on RT and balance. These tasks varied in complexity and each required some degree of planning to execute. One week later, the group that received TDCS first showed significant improvement in SRT and a trend towards improvement in time to complete the balance task, while the group that received sham first did not. Moreover, the group that received TDCS first showed a greater percent improvement in mean balance accuracy after one week compared to the group that received sham first. All of these findings suggest that TDCS to Broca’s area may have helped facilitate motor planning processes and training of the motor system to result in greater improvements to motor behaviors after a one week delay compared to the sham condition.

In contrast to traditional views that consider Broca’s area only as a speech production center, more recent work has implicated Broca’s area in non-speech functions, including planning/executing motor behaviors [18,19] and in organizing hierarchical, sequential actions in any domain [3,20,21]. Consequently, Broca’s area is likely involved in the planning processes necessary to complete RT and balance aiming tasks. As neither of these tasks is heavily based on learned motor sequences, these findings support a general role of Broca’s area in motor planning, including for non-sequential, non-verbal motor behaviors.

Performance on each of these tasks likely improved because TDCS to Broca’s area may have facilitated a greater state of preparation to perform each task through depolarizing neurons associated with Broca’s area and thus speeding up planning calculations [25]. Moreover, TDCS may have helped to “prime” cortical excitability (i.e., improve functional connectivity and efficiency) in the functional pathways associated with Broca’s area, including corticostriatal pathways [8,35,31] and connections between Broca’s area and the SMA [10].

Improvements were evident in tasks of varying complexity, from SRT to a complex balance aiming task. This indicates that the Broca’s area is involved in the planning processes for a wide range of movements (more than just organizing highly sequential motor behaviors) and that TDCS may be able to enhance planning via Broca’s area for a variety of behaviors. This supports the hypothesis that the motor and grammatical speech systems are highly overlapping, and that facilitating the procedural language system with anodal TDCS is able to also enhance planning processes in the motor system [36]. These
findings are supportive of our anecdotal observations of concomitantly improving motor and speech behaviors during tDCS interventions targeting speech cortical areas.

An interesting finding in this study included how effects were delayed—motor improvements were seen one week later in the group that received tDCS first. If the first session is viewed as “training,” those who received tDCS first were able to train on the tasks for thirty minutes while receiving stimulation to Broca’s area before being tested a second time one week later. Contrarily, those who received sham stimulation first did not receive the benefits of tDCS-augmented training until the second session. Due to modulation of neuronal resting membrane potential and effects on subcortical pathways, training with tDCS may have helped subjects learn to more efficiently plan the sequence of movements needed to complete the RT tasks and learn how to best plan to manipulate their COM to reach the targets, resulting in faster/more accurate performance on both tasks the following week.

**Therapeutic applications of tDCS**

Many individuals with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) exhibit profound decrements in planning for both motor and language [47-49,6]. Moreover, a significant body of literature has noted abnormal connectivity in multiple pathways in those with ASD, particularly in the brain regions associated with the corticostriatal circuits that subserve planning [50,51].

As tDCS is hypothesized to improve functional connectivity, tDCS represents a promising rehabilitation tool for this population. Low cost, portable, and user-friendly, tDCS could be easily implemented into clinics to augment therapies. As only one training session resulted in persisting motor improvements in neurologically unimpaired individuals one week later, combining tDCS with motor/language training might elicit even greater benefits in those with ASD [52-58].

**Conclusion**

This study represents the first to apply tDCS to Broca’s area and investigate effects on non-verbal behaviors. Improvements were evident in SRT and balance (accuracy and time) one week after thirty minutes of training on these tasks while receiving tDCS to Broca’s area. tDCS likely facilitated functional connections between Broca’s area and the SMA and corticostriatal connections (including those subserving the procedural memory system) to enhance motor planning. These findings indicate both that Broca’s area is involved in planning non-verbal motor behaviors, in a more generalized manner than just facilitating highly sequential motor actions, and that tDCS is capable of targeting Broca’s area. This persisting response to tDCS has obvious implications for designing combined speech/motor therapies for those with planning deficits such as individuals with ASD.
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